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INTRODUCTION TO LINKING

SOUND CHANGES
LINKING & ELISION

• The words in phrases or thought groups are usually linked together.
The sound that finishes one word connects to the sound at the
beginning of the next word;
• We say the words in the phrase smoothly, connecting the sound of
the last word to the beginning sound of the next word without
stopping after each word;
• Linking helps your overall fluency. You will be easier to understand,
and your listeners will react more positively to your speech if you link
sounds – an important factor for listening comprehension;
• A marker of native-like speech.

What does it involve?
• Consonant to same consonant
• In⌣no way
• I miss⌣Sarah

• Consonant to vowel
• In⌣every way
• I miss⌣Aaron

• Vowel to Vowel
• Coffee and milk  coffeeeeand
• Radio  Radiyo

Rhotic and non-rhotic accents
• English accents can be divided into two groups, depending on where
the sound /r/ is allowed to occur – rhotic (GA, Irish English...) and
non-rhotic (RP, Australian English...)
• In rhotic accents, /r/ is pronounced whenever it appears in spelling;
• In non-rhotic accents, only when followed by a vowel.

• Consonant to different consonant
• Cook badly  cookbadly
• Stop sign  stopsign

• Other
• /r/ to vowel (four eggs  four⌣eggs)

LINKING R

LINKING R, further examples

• The phenomenon of r-linking is based on the fact that, by default, in
British English, /r/ in syllable-final position is not pronounced, e.g. car
/kɑ:/.
• R-linking takes place when such syllables are followed by any vowel
sound
Care
/keə/
Caring
/keərɪŋ/
Care about /keər əbaʊt/
• The letter 'r' appears in the spelling. The R sound between the words
appears because it makes the word(s) easier to pronounce quickly.
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LINKING R, further examples
INTRUSIVE R
• Even when there is no R in the spelling, many native speakers will
naturally join certain vowel sounds together with a /r/. This is called
the intrusive /r/.
law and order

/lɔ:r ən ɔ:də/

• Linguists call this 'intrusive r' because the R was never historically part
of the word

INTRUSIVE R, further examples

INTRUSIVE R, further examples

Identify the cases of linking and intrusive /r/.
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LINKING VOWEL TO VOWEL – INTRUSIVE W and J
• If one word ends with a vowel and the next word begins with
a vowel, do not pause between the words.
• For a smoother transition between the sounds, we insert a
short /j/ sound after a front vowel (such as /eɪ/, /i/, and /ai/)
and a short /w/ sound after a back vowel (such as /ʊ/ and
/oʊ/).
Insert a very quick /w/ sound go out “go – wout”
How are you? “how ware you”
Insert a very quick /y/ sound I am “I yam”
They are “they yare”

STUDY QUESTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

INTRUSIVE W and J, further examples
• you and I
• Two of (them)
• to Italy

/juːwəndaɪ/
/tu:wəv/
/tu: w ɪtəli:/

• see or hear
/siːjɔːhɪə/
• Three of (them) /θri:jəv/
• he is
/hijɪz/

ELISION (DELETION)

Why do we link words in connected speech?
Define linking R and provide three examples.
Define intrusive R and provide three examples.
Define intrusive W and provide three examples.
Define intrusive J and provide three examples.
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ELISION

ELISION OF VOWELS
• elision of weak (unstressed) vowels after /p, t, k/
Potato
Tomato
Perhaps
Today

/pəˈteɪtəʊ/ > /pˈteɪtəʊ/
/təˈmɑːtəʊ/ > /tˈmɑːtəʊ/
/pəˈhæps/ > /pˈhæps/
/təˈdeɪ/ > /tˈdeɪ/

ELISION OF VOWELS

ELISION OF VOWELS

• elision of weak (unstressed) vowels before /n, r, l/ (as a result of
elision the consonants /n, r, l/ become syllabic consonants)

• elision of weak (unstressed) vowels between two consonants:

• Tonight
• Police
• Correct

/təˈnaɪt/ > /tˈnaɪt/
/pəˈliːs/ > /pˈliːs/
/kəˈrekt/ > /kˈrekt/

• Average
• Novelist
• Happening

/ˈævərɪdʒ/ > /ˈævrɪdʒ/
/ˈnɒvəlɪst/ > /ˈnɒvlɪst/
/ˈhæpənɪŋ/ > /ˈhæpnɪŋ/

ELISION OF CONSONANTS

ELISION OF CONSONANTS

• the main aim is to avoid complex consonant clusters

• /d/ and /t/ - these consonants are usually elided when they are found
between two other consonants in the middle of a word:
• Christmas
/ˈkrɪsməs/
• Sandwich
/ˈsændwɪtʃ/ > /ˈsænwɪtʃ/
• Or when they are found at the end of the first word and the following
word begins in a consonant:
• Red and blue
/red ənd bluː/ > /red ən bluː/
• Old car
/əʊld ka:/ > /əʊl ka:/
• Changed clothes /tʃeɪndʒd kləʊðz/ > /tʃeɪndʒ kləʊðz/

• 2 or 3 plosives + a fricative > the plosive in the middle may disappear
• Acts
• Looked back
• Scripts

/ækts/ > /æks/
/lʊkt bæk/ > /lʊk bæk/
/skrɪpts/ > /skrɪps/
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ELISION OF CONSONANTS

Identify the deleted sounds:

• elision of final /v/ before a consonant (when /v/ is a part of the
preposition ’of’):
• lots of them
/lots əv ðem/ > /lots ə ðem/
• waste of time
/weist əv taim/ > /weist ə taim/

STUDY QUESTIONS
• Define elision.
• Explain the three cases in which the elision of vowels occurs and
illustrate them with examples.
• Explain the three cases in which the elision of consonants occurs and
illustrate them with examples.
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